THE KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE CONCORDAT
WHAT, WHY, WHEN - Next Steps for KLF

8 PRINCIPLES
- Supporting staff & students
- More accessible, more information
- Freedom to move
- KEF framework

Supporting staff & students
KEF framework

Don't put too much strain on universities
Leadership & innovation
The Knowledge Exchange Concordat

Universities provide major social & economic benefit
Low burden, robust, making sure whatever we do is of highest level of performance
Beacon of good practice
Universal, verifiable, useful

We need to think of what we're doing and be more KEF-able

We are influenced by what is in front of us, broader
Any interaction the university has with the outside world

Don't compare everyone

Diversity of institutions is fundamental

Keep our mission centre

Arts & cultural impact
Policy impact
HE-BCI review: more granularity?

Does this align with the perception of our institution?

Information that is useful

Metrics driven
Not a league table, no gold, silver, bronze medals
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